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A symmetry-based, nondisplacive mechanism for the first-orderB3
B1 phase transition exhibited by
many binary semiconductors is proposed. Using a single-moleculeR3m unit cell, the energetic and dynamical
features of the transformation are disclosed along a transition path characterized by the internal coordinate, the
lattice constant, and the rhombohedral angle. First-principles calculations on the wide-gap semiconductor ZnO
are performed to illustrate the attainments of the proposed mechanism. Computed potential energy surfaces and
Bader analysis of the electronic density are used to describe the atomic rearrangements, the energy profile
along the transition coordinate, and the effects of the external pressure on this profile. The geometry and energy
of the transition state are determined, and the bonding details of the transformation identified. The proposed
mechanism explains the change in coordination from 4 (B3) to 6 (B1), the less covalent Zn–O bond in theB1
structure, and the transformation of ZnO from a direct-gap (B3) to an indirect-gap (B1) material.
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A theoretical formulation of the mechanisms of soli
solid transformations is currently demanded in various ar
of condensed-matter physics. The microscopic mechan
and the domain growth~many times treated by phenomen
logical models!1,2 are the essential ingredients of the glob
kinetic description of the transition. Whereas most of t
experimental and computational investigations performed
phase transitions are mainly concerned with the thermo
namics and the~phenomenological! kinetic aspects of the
process, few works consider the microscopic details of
atomic displacements from a general theoreti
perspective.3,4 At the experimental front, Knudson an
Gupta5 have lately reported a method that gives mechani
information from picosecond time-resolved electronic sp
troscopy. Coupled withab initio calculations, the observe
real-time changes in the electronic spectra have been us
propose an intermediate state during the shock-indu
wurtzite-rocksalt transition in CdS.6 More recently, Wick-
ham et al. have shown that shape changes determined
x-ray diffraction can provide the microscopic details of t
four-fold to six-fold coordinated transformation in CdS
nanocrystals.7

The computational approach is very appealing in t
field, given the difficulties of the experimental elucidation
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~16!/10599~4!/$15.00
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phase transition mechanisms.5,8,9 Particularly fruitful could
be to express theab initio modeling of a polymorphic phas
transition in the language of theoretical chemical kineti
i.e., as the concerted movement of the nuclei of the sys
on a high-dimensional adiabatic potential energy surfa
usually called the transition configuration space.3 The first-
principles determination of this surface and the analysis
the topology of the electronic density permits the charac
ization of the energy profile of the transition, the type
atomic displacements, and the variations in chemical bo
ing and electron band structure accompanying the trans
mation. These theoretical results can be compared with p
nomenological kinetic data, such as hysteresis cycles
activation energies, and can provide a useful test-bed
future experimental developments.

In this work, we present a microscopic description of t
transition between theB3 ~zinc-blende-like! phase and the
B1 ~sodium-chloride-like! phase, a transformation exhibite
by many III-V and II-VI semiconductors of technologica
interest. The assignment of the transition path is based
crystallographic and symmetry arguments. Its performanc
examined by computing the atomic displacements, the e
tronic density maps, the nature of the chemical bond, and
R10 599 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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electronic band structure. Taking the ZnO crystal as a mo
system, our results successfully explain the observed be
ior of this material during the transition, and give a plausib
interpretation of various aspects of this behavior in terms
nuclear motions and electronic distributions.

We define the mechanism for a phase transition as
description of the displacements of all nuclei in the syst
along a particular transition path~TP!. Periodicity must be
retained in order to make the reconstruction of the cry
feasible at any point of the TP. The unit cell does not nee
be the standard cell of the initial or final phases: it m
contain less molecules~if the standard cells are not prim
tive! or more~if two or more standard cells merge togethe!.
In fact, several models based on single-molecule or mu
molecule TP cells can account for all periodically symmet
mechanisms.3

Furthermore, in order to ensure the compatibility of t
atomic positions along the TP with those in the initial a
final structures, the mechanism must show the spatial s
metry of a group,4 called the TP group, that must be a su
group or a supergroup of the groups of the initial and fi
phases. In addition, the atomic positions at the limit str
tures must correspond to particular selections of the free
ordinates in the TP unit cell. In this way, any unrestrict
cell parameter of the TP group plus the free coordinates in
occupied Wyckoff positions can change along the TP.

TheB3 andB1 phases belong to the space groupsF4̄3m

and Fm3̄m, respectively. The highest-symmetry comm
subgroup leading to a single-molecule mechanism,R3m, is
chosen to describe the path.19 The mechanism considere
here is best viewed by using the rhombohedral unit c
which is also the primitive~single-molecule! one for theB3
andB1 phases. In this cell, the three required free parame
area5b5c, a5b5g, and the position of one of the atom
x5y5z ~0.25 in B3 and 0.50 inB1). The other atom is a
the origin.

Although a560° in both B3 and B1 polymorphs, the
rhombohedral angle should be included in the mechan
attending to symmetry and energetic arguments. To sh
this, we considerP1 deformations of the single-molecu
R3m cell using the whole 9-parameter (a, b, c, a, b, g, x,
y, z) configuration space. A careful analysis of the symme
of the 9-parameter energy Hessian on theB3 phase shows
that, in all principal directions, the three sets$a%, $x%, and
$a% are coupled with each other, whereas in theB1 phase
the coupling is only between the$a% and$a% sets, being the
internal positions independent variables~see Ref. 10!. The
B3 coupling reveals that there are three nondegenerate d
tions ~with a5b5c, a5b5g, and x5y5z) leading to
R3m symmetry, and three double-degenerate directions
larger curvature leading to lower symmetries. Therefore,
assume that the phase transition starts along the lo
energy, nondegenerate directions and we includea as a free
variable in the TP.

The p50 stable phase of our model system ZnO isB4
rather thanB3, but both structures are energetically a
structurally very similar. Both share a common nearest-
next-nearest-neighbors structure, and their Madelung c
stants differ by less than 0.2%. At ambient conditions, t
films of ZnO can be prepared in theB3 phase. These cir
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cumstances make reasonable the use of ZnO as a mode
the B3
B1 transition. Moreover, a recent join
experimental/computational work on ZnO~Ref. 10! has cor-
rectly described the polymorphism of this material using
same computational approach adopted here. In that work
transition was observed to begin at 10 GPa and to be c
pleted at 15 GPa. The detected metastability of theB1 phase
at zero pressure was also confirmed by theoret
calculations.10 The good agreement between computed a
measured lattice parameters, transition pressure data,
zero-pressure bulk moduli supports the present comp
tional approach.

The ZnO potential energy surface was computed a
function of a, a, andx, on a mesh of 994 points distribute
over the transition path. All-electron11 calculations were per-
formed through the DFT facilities ofCRYSTAL95,12 using the
Becke exchange13 and the Perdew-Wang correlation14 gener-
alized gradient functionals. We used a 83838 Monkhorst
grid for the reciprocal space integration.

The a560° a2x plane of the potential energy is show
in Fig. 1. We can see that there is an energy barrier betw

FIG. 1. The zero-pressure potential energy surface for ZnO
tained by varyinga andx at a560°. The dotted line is the 0 GP
a560° transition path. Isoenergetic contours are plotted fro
21854.821 hartree in 0.002 hartree increments.

FIG. 2. Gibbs energy profiles along the transition path for Z
at P50, 8 (.Ptr), and 12 GPa. The curve with solid squares is
the fixed-a (560°) transition path atPtr . The inset shows the
variation ofa with respect toa at Ptr .
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the two minima atx50.25 (B3) andx50.50 (B1), which
already explains the existence of the hysteresis.10 A more
detailed examination of the globalE(a,a,x) surface near the
B3 andB1 equilibrium geometries reveals, however, tha
path of lower energy can be obtained if the anglea is free to
relax from 60°, as suggested by the coupling of the Hess
eigenvectors. We can conclude thatx can be taken as th
transition coordinate. Then,a and a are the additional de
grees of freedom used to determine the lowest-energy p

We have characterized the TP by a set of 11 equ
spaced values ofx from 0.25 to 0.50. At each point we hav
optimized a and a using the nonequilibrium static Gibb
function G* (a,a,x;P)5E(a,a,x)1PV(a,a), at different
pressures. The TP at the computed thermodynamic trans
pressure (Ptr.8 GPa) is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. Th
figure shows a first part of the TP in whicha increases and
a decreases followed by a region of decreasinga and in-
creasinga near theB1 phase. We see thata clearly differs
from 60° for intermediate values ofx, becoming close to 70°
at x50.35.

Figure 2 also shows the Gibbs function profile along
TP for P50, P5Ptr , and P512 GPa, together with the
high energy, fixed-a, Ptr profile. We see thatG(B1)
5G(B3) at Ptr , as it should be,G(B3),G(B1) for P
,Ptr , andG(B3).G(B1) for P.Ptr . Energetic and struc
tural data characterizing thetransition state(‡) are given in
Table I. This state is a first-order saddle point having
highest energy along the TP. AtPtr , it is located atx‡

50.380, very close to the middle point (x50.375) of the
range ofx. The rhombohedral anglea‡ is 68.14°, anda‡

52.954 Å. A qualitatively similar picture is found at othe
pressures. It appears thata‡ is the most sensitive paramet
to the applied pressure. The energy barrier is about 37 kJ
for P5Ptr but only 27 kJ/mol forP515 GPa, when the
experimental direct transition phase is complete. This bar
is slightly lower than that computed for the inverse transit
at zero pressure, in accordance with the metastability fo
for this phase. We also notice that the energy barrier of
fixed-a TP atPtr increases to 52 kJ/mol.

To gain more insight in the transition mechanism, we n
study the variation of interatomic distances withx along the
transition path atPtr . First, we classify the oxygen atoms a
O1, O2, and O3 as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. We then p
the interatomic distancesversus xin Fig. 3. A noticeable
feature is the nearly constant distance between Zn and
along the path. This feature correlates with the opening
the a angle of the cell during the transition. Since the Z
atom moves from a tetrahedral to an octahedral hole of

TABLE I. Gibbs energy barriers (DG‡) and transition state
structural parameters (x‡, a‡, anda‡) obtained at several pressure
The units ofa‡, a‡, andDG‡ are Å, degree, and kJ/mol, respe
tively.

P~GPa! x‡ a‡ a‡ DGB3→B1
‡ DGB1→B3

‡

0 0.384 3.099 64.58 47.19 27.42
4 0.382 2.984 67.83 43.09 33.84
8 0.380 2.954 68.14 37.27 38.28
12 0.379 2.885 70.25 31.26 42.24
15 0.374 2.876 70.22 27.12 45.34
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fcc structure, it must cross the O2 triangle marked on
inset unit cell of Fig. 3, experiencing strong short-range
pulsive forces. This repulsion can be overcome by eit
enlarginga at a560° or by openinga and shorteninga
along the transition path. As discussed above, the latter
allows the Zn atom to cross the O2 triangle with a relative
lower energy barrier. Moreover, this crossing occurs ax
51/3, which coincides with the highest angle opening a
also roughly with the location of the energy maximum alo
the transition path. Finally, when the Zn atom reaches
octahedral hole, the angle closes to 60°, with a small
crease of the Zn–O2 distance at aboutx50.45. These geo-
metrical arguments explain very well the existence of
energy barrier for the transition.

Figure 3 also shows the evolution of the bonding struct
during the transition. The~0,0,0! O1 atom changes from be
ing a first neighbor of Zn inB3 to be a third neighbor inB1,
whereas the three~1,1,0! O3 atoms, which are third neigh
bors in theB3 phase, change to first neighbors inB1. Along
with the O2 atoms, O3 atoms complete the sixfold coordi
tion to Zn in B1. For intermediate states in the transitio
Fig. 3 informs of elongated bonds between the Zn and
O1 and O3 neighbors, in addition to the bonding to the
triangle.

This sevenfold coordination is also confirmed by t
analysis of the topology of the electron density in the light
the atoms in molecules~AIM ! theory.15–17 At Ptr , we find
bond critical points between the Zn nucleus and the three
nuclei ~which are identified as bonds in the AIM languag!
for all the geometries. Besides, the bond with the~0,0,0! O1
exists in the rangexP@0.25,0.425#, with distances up to 2.92
Å, whereas the three bonds with the~1,1,0! O3 exist in the
range xP@0.35,0.5#, with distances smaller than 2.87 Å

FIG. 3. Interatomic distances in ZnO along the transition path
Ptr . The inset shows the rhombohedral unit cell, labelling the ato
and marking the path of Zn together with the triangle of oxyg
atoms it crosses during the transition.
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Therefore, the Zn–O1 bond of theB3 phase is still main-
tained when Zn begins to form the bonds to O3 atoms of
B1 phase. It is indeed remarkable that the Zn–O1 a
Zn–O3 bonds coexist in thexP@0.35,0.425# interval, where
a is small,a is large~see the four leftmost points on the ins
of Fig. 2!, and R~Zn–O1! and R~Zn–O2! are smaller than
R~O1–O2! ~Fig. 3!. Thus, the calculated results predict t
existence of a high-energy configuration with seven-fold
ordination for xP@0.35,0.425#, between the fourfold
(B3-like! and sixfold (B1-like! configurations.

According to the AIM analysis atP5Ptr in theB3 phase,
the Zn atomic basin occupies 45% of the cell volume and
charge is about 1.22e. Also, the Laplacian of the electroni
density at the Zn–O bond critical point is positiv
(0.42 e/bohr5). These results are consistent with a partia
ionic bonding picture.15 The phase transition occurs with
volume reduction. The computed Zn and O atomic volum
decrease along the TP but the percentage occupied by
atom is almost constant, with a negligible variation near
B1 structure. The atomic charges are the same, within
integration error (.0.005 e), throughout the TP, increasin
only to theB1 value 1.28e at the end of the TP. Thus, th
sixfold coordinatedB1 structure is more ionic than the fou
fold coordinatedB3 phase, the change appearing when
Zn atom begins to separate from the O2 triangle.

Finally, we briefly report on the main change observed
the band structure of ZnO during theB3-B1 transformation.
ZnO shows a direct gap atG in the B3 phase. In theB1
phase, the bottom of the conduction band remains atG, but

*Corresponding author. Electronic address: mblanco@mtu.
Present address: Department of Physics, Michigan Technolog
University, Houghton, MI 49931.
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